Post – Project Fellow (Contractual)

Project – Lesser Florican Conservation research project - funded under Preventing Extinctions Programme of the BirdLife International

Place of work – Villages nearby Ajmer and Bhilwada district, Rajasthan

Qualifications
1. Post graduate in Life sciences/Zoology/Botany/Environmental science/Biological sciences etc.
2. Graduate with exceptional skills required for wildlife science and nature conservation

Desirables
1. Candidate should have ability to execute the conservation research projects
2. Good command on Hindi as project needs community participation
3. Candidate needs patience to listen the villagers as project depends on involvement of local people

Job profile
1. Field surveys in Lesser Florican distribution sites at Ajmer and surrounding areas
2. Conducting meetings/workshops/events for local people, farmers, school students under awareness programmes
3. Preparation of maps
4. Compilation of the scientific reports and publications
5. Preparation of maps

Reporting – Project Scientist
Salary – Rs. 25,000/- pm

Additional benefits
1. Experience of working on an endangered bird
2. Candidate can get enrolled for Ph.D. in Zoology if able to fulfil the necessary requirements
3. Co-authorship in publications to be brought out from the project, depending on the contribution by the candidate

Last date of application – Application received after 27th April 2021 will not be considered.

1. Interested candidates should send an email to hr@bnhs.org with application giving two references at HR Dept., Bombay Natural History Society, Hornbill House, Shaheed Bhagat Singh Road, Opp. Lion Gate, Mumbai – 400001 Tele. 22821811

2. BNHS reserves the right to reject any candidature in view of incomplete information provided by the candidate or for any other reason thereof.

Date: 16.04.2021